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Qstract 
After establishing notation and preliminary results we 
develop same facts about the Gauss plane, S2, which is the one-
point cam.pactification of the ccmplex plane, E2 • We define the 
concept of cutting or separation and prove a useful theorem 
about a cutting of s2, namely that if' a closed set A separates 
62 between p and q, there exist t,,10 closed sets R and Q such 
that 52 is the union of R and Q, p is an element of R, q is an 
element of Q, and A is equal to the intersection of Rand Q. 
We then develop the concept of the singl~lued continuom 
branch of the logarithm. for complex valued functions, proving 
several theorems. We 'then apply these theorems to some important 
cases whieh pertain to the ,. Jordan Curve Theorem. 
We then consider branches of the logarithm of functions 
into the unit circumference, S • This leads in a very natural 
way to the study of some important groups of functions. We 
first develop the ideas of homotopy and inessentiality of 
tunctions, demonstrating the connection under certain assum;ptions 
between a function being homotopic to the identity map, in-
essential, and having a singl&1al~ c9.ntinuous branch of the 
logarithm. 
we. then Qonsider two properties of a separable metric space 
X, pro~y (b) · and incoherence. We prove same statements 
l 
,. 
t· 
-------·~· , ...... 
,. 
:• 
····--1>--,-~-.. _ ...
'· 
concerning these properties. 
We remark that SX has the structure of an abelian group 
. X and a metric space • We observe that the members of S having 
single valued continuou~ branches of the logarithm form a sub-
, X 1 X group of S • We then consider the factor group o:r S with respect 
to this subgroup and define b(x) to be the,,.;rank of this factor 
" 
group. 
Ve consider the special case where S = X and develop some 
interesting results. 
We then prove the theorems of Eilenberg and Janisewski making 
use of the connection between separation and branches of the 
logaritbrn. This leads to a proof of the cktrdan CUrve Theorem 
which concludes the paper. 
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l. llotation: In the win body ot ~he paper we shall 1te concerned with 
a separable metric space, usually denoted by X. The letter "d" will 
always be used for a metric. Set theoretic notation will be as 
B J 
standard as possible. The symbol A will be used to denote the set 
or continuous f'unctions from B into A. se(P) vill denote the sphere 
of radius£ centered at p. We will consider some specific topological 
spaces in the paper. The letter i2 will denote the complex plane, s2 
will denote the one point compactification of~, and P will denote 
the space s2 - (0). This last symbol is convenient since we may 
restrict an extended complex function on B to be non.-'Lero by using 
the symbol p8. R will denote the real numbers and_ K the closed unit 
interval. The diameter of a set A will be denoted by $ {A) • The 
term map will be reserved to denote a continuous function. The 
complement of a set A c Y will be denoted either by Y - A or by A 1 • 
2. Preliminary Results: In this section we wish to give sane background 
information from Topology and Complex Analysis. 
Theorem A: Let S be a component of an open set Gin a locally con-
nected space. Then the boundary of s, Bd s, does not meet G. 
-Proof: Clearly, S must be open. Hence, Bd S = S - s. G - S is the 
11nion of open components, hence open. G - S is then an open set which 
- Then S . n ( G - S ). does not meet s. Therefore 3 it ~oes not meet s. 
• S /l (G ~ S) = O. So S /l S 11 fl G = (S - S) fl G = O. II 
Theorem B: Let A and B be two closed or two open . subsets ot a topo-
logical space Y. Let t: AU B -> Z be cqntinuous on A and on B. '1'4en 
" t is continuous on Au :e. 
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Prog4: Suppose that A and B are open, and let G be an open subset 
of Z. f-l [G] (\ (AUB) == (f-l [G] fl A) CJ (f-l [G] fl B). f.,..1[G] fl A 
is relatively ·'open in A by hypothesis, hence open, since A is open. 
So r-1[G]IIA is open in A.VB. In the same way r-1 [G] /I B is open 
in A U B. Then their union is open in Au B, and the result follows. 
A sim1lar proof gives the result if A and Bare assumed to be closed.// 
A slight extension of the above proof gives the next result. 
4 
Theorem C: Let f be a function defined on a space Y. If Y is the ,. 
11nion of ·open sets on each of which f is continuous, then f is con-
tinuous on Y. 
In order to prove the next theorem, ve require a series of 
• 
preliminary lemmas. 
Leonoa a: Every compact metric space Y is separable. 
PrQQf: Since every compact metric space is totally bo,mded, g1 ven 
£ > o, there exists a finite set A , such that f:91- every ye Y, there 
exists p( A with d(p,y) < E. Let B equal the union over all int·egers 
n of the sets Ai/n. B is clearly both countable and dense. 
It is well known that a separable metric space has a countable 
base for its topology. Therefore the follo\.1ing is immediate. 
Lemma b: Every compact metric space is completely separable ( second 
- . 
countable) • 
Lemma c: The tem1 ly ot· subsets of ., caapact metric space Y which 
·""· . 
,. 
are both open and closed is countable. 
frgot: By lemma. b there exists a sequence Gn of open sets such that 
every non-empty open set H is the union of sets of the sequence. It 
B is also closed, this 11nion •&\Y be assµmed finite. Therefore, tor 
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every open closed set R, we may assign-a finite syat• of na~ural 
n,nnbers k1 - - - -- - kn so that H = Gt u - - - - - uG1r __ • · To distinct 
. 1 -n 
sets there clearly correspond distinct systems of natural numbers. 
Thus there are only as many open-closed subsets of Y as there are 
~ . 
\ finite systems of integers • This number is countable • / / 
Lemma d: Let E be the intersection of all open-closed subsets ot a 
ccapact metric space Y which contain a point p. Then E is connected. 
Proof: Suppose that E = Q U R, where Q and R are relatively closed 
in E, non empty, and disjoint. Let p c Q. Q and R are closed since 
E is closed, so there exist two disjoint open sets, G and H\ containins 
Q and R respectively. Then Q fl G1 = o, R fl H1 = o, Y = 0 1 u H1 , and 
G1 and H' are closed. Let Dn be the sequence of all open-closed sets 
which contain p. We may ass\DD.e that Dn is a decreasing sequence, for 
if not we may alter it by taking finite intersections • Let J' n = 
. ~ 
D0 ta G
1 II H1 • We have /;,1 F0 :: (r1 Dn) fa G1 n H' = 0, Since Y is 
c~pact, there exists n such that D0 n au /1 H1 = o, which means that 
Dn /l H1 c G. Dn fl G is the intersection of two open sets, hence is 
open. It is also closed, for lJn /I G = Dn /l G " (G1 U H') = Dnn on H' 
= Drf.'H'. Therefore for some k, Dn /I H8 == ~. This yields then 
I C ~ C Dn II G = Dn n H1 c H. Since E = Q U R, R ,: E C H1 and 
R =Rn H' = o which is a contradiction. II· 
Theorem D: If A and B a.re two distinct components of a ccapact metric_ 
space _Y, Y can be decomposed into disjoint closed ~ets F and K which 
contain A and B respectively and su~h that Y = FU K, and F fl K = Q. 
{-,1, 
froor: Let PEA. Let Dn be the sequence of open-closed sets 
~ 
containing p, and let C = ~l »n. 
!. 
,,.. . 
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\ 
because tor each._n, Dn and'D~ are separated, and p ~ C /1 Dn, so 
C C. Dn. So C c [\ 1 D0 • Equal! ty follows since C is a component • 
Nov there must e2{ist some open-closed set which contains A but does 
not contain B, for if not, B c C and hence B c A which is a contra-
diction since A does not meet B. Then there exists an open-closed 
set F with A c. F, B <I;. F, that is B fl F1 /: O. I now assert that 
F nB = Oj for if not it is both open and closed in the relative 
topology of B. Since B is connected, F fl B is empty or eq1ials B. 
But if F fl B = B, B c F, and this is a contradiction. Letting K = r• 
yields the desired result. 
We rely heavily on elementary theory ·ot ccaplex variables to 
obtain the following result. 
II 
Theorem E: Let R be a ray in the complex plane K emanatins fraa the 
origin. Then log z is continuous on K - R. 
Proof: K - R is simply connected and 1/z is continuous on K - R. 
It follows then that 'log z = J~ dt/t is holomorphic., hence 
continuous. II 
At this point we have developed sufficient backgr01md •teriaJ 
J to move on to the main body of the paper. 
3. Some Facts About the Space s2 • 
~eorem. 1: Let R be an open connected subset ot 52, and let p, q b It 
be two arbitrary points~ of R. Then p and q ~ be Joined by a 
•••. ,·,,!> 
polygonal ar~ lying in R. 
__ / 
Proof: Let p E R be an arbitrary fµced point. Ve consider the set 
~ I 
' . -
I • ( q/ p and q may be j_oined )by a polygonal arc lying in R) • lf . is 
'10ll eaq,ty., for since R is open there exists £ > O: p • 8£ (p) c. R. 
6, 
... _. 
I 
•. 
.. ..c...,;.> ~.-~::°?'"~·.tr·.-'.·, ·-o.. - · ·.- ~-- = ·_ .. , .. ·._ · •. -~-·-·: ·• - ·-. · ' ' -- -
. , 
··ti,: 
Then for any r £ S, (p) , the arc [pr] C' s1 (p) c R. N is open, tor 
let r « M. As before, there exists t > O: rt \ (r) c R. Let 
t £ s1 (r). Since r £ N, there exists a polygonal arc L, lying in R 
8-Dd. Joining r to p. Then LU[tr] c R and joins p to t. So 1' (r) C. N, 
and hence N is open. Finally N is closed, for let t ~ R-fi. Since 
j 
.... 
R is open., there exists £ > O: t « 8e (t) C R. For any point vf 5t (t), 
VE R-N, :for if there exists a polygonal arc L Joining w to p, LU[wt] 
vo11Jd join p to t. Since R is connected., we conclude that N = R. 
Theorem 2 : Let L be a polygonal arc in s2 • Then the space 52 - . L 
is homeomorphic to the plane ~ • 
Proof: We proceed by induction on the n,DD.ber of links in L. For 
· n • 1, we must show that the Gauss plane minus a segment is homeomorphic 
to the Gauss plane minus a point, P. We describe about L a decreasing 
sequence of rectangles (An) whose intersection is equal to L. Let 
(Jln) be a decreasing sequence of squares whose intersection is eq11al 
to p. We may aas,nae without loss of generatlity that Ai :a Bi. 
(Figure 1) 
We define the required homemorph1&11 h 1n t~ following Mnner: 
for z ~ s2 - At, let h( z) = z • Now let n be any positive integer. 
Ve wish to define a homeomorphism hn from Azi-l - An onto Bn-1 - Bn• 
In Figure 2 extend the lines GH, GiH3 , HJ, H1J', JK, J'K', KG, and 
We next JD&p the segments SG, GL, GH.1> HN 9 ND, HJ, JP, PE, JK, KQ, FQ 
and KG linearly onto S1G1 , G1L0 , G9H9 , H1N1 , N1D1 ' H1J 1 I J'P', P1E1 , 
J'K', K1Q1 , F1Q1 , and 1{9G8 respectively. This defines hn on each of 
the rectangular segments of An-1 - An• So for z E An-1 - An, define 
•:-,..;. 
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h(z) • ~n(z). Then h is clearly a well-defined homeomorphism. 
We have thus proved the theorem for n • 1. For n == 2, the 
polygonal arc L consists -of two segments A1 and A2. We demonstrate 
a haneomorphic mapping of s2 onto itself which leaves A1 fixed, but 
carries A2 onto A1 , _the rectilinear extension of A1 having the same 
length as A1 (Figure 4). Let R be a rectangle containing A1 ., ~, 
and Ai with two sides parallel to the bisector of the angle between· 
A1 and A1 . We extend our drawing in the obvious manner as in figure 5. 
We define the required homeomorphism as follows: for z~ s2 - R let 
h(z) = z. We map ABNM, MNKL, KJON, NOCB, OPDC, OPHJ, HGFP, and PP'DE 
homeomorphically onto the corresponding areas as in the first part 
of the proof, thus defining h. 
This proceedure also enables us to reduce a polygonal arc ot 
n + 1 segments to one of n segments establishing the induct! ve step. // 
An open or closed subset A of a topological space Y is said to be 
a cutting of Y if the set y,1 is not connected. We also say in this 
case that A separates Y. More specifically we say that A separates 
· Y between the points p and q if p and q lie in distinct components 
of Y-A. In this connection we have the following important theorem.. 
Theorem 3: Let A be a closed set which separates s2 between p and q. 
Then there exist two closed sets R and Q such that 82== RUQ, PEB, 
qc Q, and R/IQ = A. 
Proof: Let M be the component of s2 - A containing p. Since S2 is 
locally, connected, M is relatively open in 82 - A, hence open. Let 
9 
I be the union of all remaining components of s2 - A. Then N is also 
open. The sets R = MUA and Q= NIJA are closed, because t}leir respective 
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canplements, N and M, are open. It is clear tbat these sets satisfy 
the required condition~. 
4, Branches of th~ logarithm 
We now turn to a consideration o~ a certain subclass of complex 
valued functions which are of great 1mportance. Let f £ ! . We say 
that f has a single :valued continuous branch of the logarithm cr~1) 
if it is of the form 
t(z) = eu(z) where u € ~. 
. B 
For B C A, ve say r-1 on B if there exists u C if' such that 
t(z) = eu(z) for all z E B. · 
The techniques evolving from these definitions lead to many 
' 
interesting results. We now establish sane preliminary results to 
the more important theorems to follow. 
Theorem 4 : Let R be a ray lying in the plane and emenating fraa the 
origin. Then z ,. l on ~ - R • 
Proof: Let· e be the angle between R and the positive direction of 
the x-exis, where O 5 & ~ 2,r • For each z C Ff - R, l(e have 
' 
.. 
z = lzf e1"' where e - 21T < a( < &,- The function u(z) = log z 
• log lzl + i, is continuous on Ff - R by Theorem E, and for zE r.2- R 
z = eu(z! // 
We also have the more general result 
Theorem 5: Let f E (E2 - R)A • Then f -1. 
.. 
Proof: As before, let u(f(z)) = log f(z). Then :r(z) ... eu(f(z)) tor 
11 
z, A, and u is com;position of continuous f'unctions,hence continuous. // 
·n~- -_-- ... .-, .. ~------~- ---•·- . •- • -· - • 
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Theorem 6: Let f E J/', • 
Proof: Let z ~ A. Since f{z) /: o, there exists a ray R which does 
not contain f{z). 2 Since f is continuous, and E - R is open, there 
exists G, a neighborhood .,of z such that f[G] C E2 - R. Hence, t/G 
satisfies the hypothesis ot Theorem 5. So f --1 o~ G. II 
Ve now see that the function u can be chosen to satisfy a form 
of initial condition. 
Theorem 7: Let f'€ r!, a EA, and let c be one of the vaiues of log f'(a). 
12 
A 
If f...._l, there exists a function u in E2 such that f(z) = eu(z) for 
_q," 
z EA, and u{a) = c. 
froof: Since r-1, there exists v e ~ such that f(z) = ev(z) for 
z 4li A. Let u(z) = v(z) - v(a) - c. We have e-v(a) = ha) , and 
ec = e10g f(a)= f(a). Hence, eu(z)= ev(z). e"""'Y'(a). ec = r(z). It is 
~lear that u E ~. // 
In general it is not possible to choose the function u in a unique 
way, in spite of the initial condition we have established. It is 
possible, however, to uniquely determine u in case A is connected. 
Theorem 8: Let A be connected, and let f E -If . Let f(z) = eu(z) 
= ev(z) for z EA. Then u(z) = v(z) .. c ( a constant). 
Proof: Since eu(z) = ev(z), eu(z) - v(z) = 1. So for every z e A, 
,' 
there exists JC(;) such t~t u{z) - v(z) = 2 Tri K(z). Then K{z) = 
u{z) - v{z)/ 2,r i, so K is continuous. So K(A) must be connected. 
Since the set of integers with the relative topology of the plane is 
totally discom1ected, K is constant. II 
We next see that if :f-.--1 on a closed set, t may be extended to a 
function on S2 which also has a single valued continuous branch of the 
logarithm. 
, 1. 
,. . . 
• 
.. 
. ,la . 
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• I . \ .. 
13 
0 
Theorem 9: Let A 'be a closed subset of 62, and l~t f E / with f-"'l 
on A. Then there exists a function f C p'!2 which is an extension of 
-t and satisfies f .,.. 1. 
Pr20f: We have f(z) = eu(z) 
~ . 82 
where u C ~. We may extend u to Uc·~ 
- u(z) by the Tietze extension theorem. Clearly thep, r(z) = e is an 
-extension of f and is ""' 1. II 
We next proceed to some results on the connection between functions 
which have single valued continuous branches of the logarithm and the 
sets on vhich they are defined. 
Theorem 10: Let A and B be two closed or two open sets. Let A n B 
AUB be connected. Let f £ P • If' f.-r.l on A, and r..--.1 on B, then t•l 
' on AUB. 
A B 
E.,ggf: By hypothesis there exist u ~ If" , v E Ff such that t(z) . 
a eu(z) for z C A, f(z) = ev(z) for z t B. If A(\ B == 0 1 the tunction 
v(z) = u(z) 
... 
= v(z) 
for z t A 
for z € B 
gives f.-..1 on AU B. So suppose An B f' O. Let a E AllB. Without 
loss of generality, assume that u{a) = v{a) {Theorem 7). Since All B 
i ' -
is connected, we may apply Theorem. 8 to see that u{z) = v(z) for 
z c AflB. Nov let 
v(z) = u(z) 
= v(z) 
for z E A 
for z e B. 
By Theorem B, vE .,p.Au B , and t(z) • ev(z) for z e. A" B. Bence 
t..._l on AU B. 
.. 
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.Theorem. ll: lat f c. PG and let {Cnl be a sequence of _,connected · 
00 
sets 5.uch that G = ~l Cn. Let Cn c Int _ (Cm-1) for each n. It 
-·--t--. 1 on each en, then f __.. 1 on G. . 
. - u (z) 
Proof: By hypothesis, :r1e have f ( z) , = e n for z E Cn where 
---- -----,- ... ---------------·-.:c·=.:..--·=--------='--'"-'"------·--- ---- --- ... - - - -Cn . 
· · Un E E2 for each n. Let a E c1 • By Theorem 7, we may assume t~t ~ 
,. 
' l' • 
~(a) = u1(a) • Since c1 is connected, ~(z) = ·u1(z) for z a Ci 
(Theorem 8). Siro·:I Jarly, since Un+i(a) = un(a), un+1(z) = un(z) for 
aJJ z G Cn• ~t u(z) = un(z) f'or z e Cn• un.+1(z) = Un.(z) for each 
n implies that u is well defined. We must show that u is- continuous. 
Let z0 G G. For some n, z0 e Cn, so z 0 E Int (Cn+1). Since un+l. is 
continuous at z0 , so is u (theorem c) • Clearly, f'(z) = eu{z) for 
z E G. Hence, r...-.1.. ~ I I 
Theorem J2 : Let G be an open subset of 62 • let f' E PG. If' r-1. on 
C f_or every aubcontinuum C of G, then f .,,,., l on G. 
Proof: First assume that G is connected. Since 52 is regular and G 
is open we may find a collection of open spheres (Kp: p E G) such 
that p c K_p c ~ c G, and G =PE~ Kp. Since G is separable, hence 
Lindelof, we may assume that our collection is a sequence, say (Kn). 
We now d~fine a sequence of continua satisfying the hypotheses of 
-Theorem 11. Let c1 = K1 • Suppose Cn has been defined and is compact: 
Let mn be an index ~ n such that Cn C: K1 U - - - U K'mn. Since G is 
a connected open set, we ~ apply Theorem 1 to join X:1 by means of 
polygonal arcs in G to each of the dises ~ - - - Kinn . Let Cn+l be 
,, - -
the union of these polygonal arcs and the set 1, I1 - - - lm.n. Since 
Cu C K1 U - - - U Km.n, and D1rJ. ~ n, we have Cn C ·1n~_(Cnt-l) for 
x1 u - - - V linn_ c. Int (cn+1). For each n, enc K1 U - - - ul'mo c G, 
- -·-,-~.-.-oeoo-~·---· _- ~-···--·-.- .. --. 
-· ·_.,:;_. ... _·-.;;:; :~ 
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00 
so clearly ~ 1Cn c G. Coaversely, tor _every p E G, there exists 
Kn such that p e Kn• Cn c K1 u - - - u Kn since mn ~ n, so p E. Cn-+l· 
00 00 
Hence G c z!!1 C0 • We conclude that G =J;!1 C0 ~ ~us, we may applJ 
Theorem 11 and the hypothesis to prove the theorem in the case where 
G is connected. 
Now suppose G is not connected. We decompose G into 1 ts components, 
say G = G1 U - - - \J Gn - - - • Since ea.ch Gn is connected and open, we 
have from what we· have proved that f A-1 on Gn for each n, that is 
vn(z) 2 Gn -t(z)::: e for z E Gn, when Vn E: (E ) • We define v(z) = vn(z) for 
z 
€ Gn. Since the sets Gn are open and disjoint, it follows that v is 
continuous and well defined by theorem c. So we have f(z) = ev(z) 
for z E. G. Hence f ~ 1 on G. 
5. Applications of Branches of the Logarithm 
I 
We have now developed the necessary theorems to consider several 
interesting special cases which we shall use in the proof of the 
0Jordan curve theorem. 
Oorol]&ry l: Let F be a closed subset of the closed unit interval. 
Then for every f e ~, f .A- l. 
Proof: We may apply Theorem. 6 to assign to every point t e F, a basic 
open set Gt containing t such that f -" 1 on F n Gt. We now reduce the 
resulting open cover to a finite subcover. Hence, there exists a set 
of points o = 8a <-- - - <an= 1 such that f-""' l on F n (~-l ak) 
for k = 1, 2 - -- n. [F fl (a0 a1)] U [FI) (a1 92)] is contained in 
{a1J, hence it is connected or void. So by Theorem 10, f ~ l on 
[F ll (a0 a1)] U [F n (a1 ~)] .= F n (a0 ~). We proceed by induction 
to obtain t"" l on F fl Cao &n) = F. II 
.-- =-ee---t-·· 
'· 
.. 
- -· .US..··.-: 
.. 
..... 
Corollary 2: Let K be a square "1th interior. Let f E ! . Tb.en 
t *"" 1 on K. 
. Proof: We begin by decomposing K into a finite n,imbe:r of squares 
4'• .,• 
16 
Ai., - .... - An, en,nnerating them in such a way tha.t Ak n (A1 U - - - u A1t-1_) 
is connected. By proceeding as in Corollary 1, we may ass11me that f ..-.. 1 
on each of the squares A1. (by using Theorem 6 and the c~ctness of K) • " 
Sine~ f ~ l on Ai, f Al on~, and A1 fl~ is connected, f .... 1 on 
A1 U ~. By the way we enumerate the squares Ai, and by induction, we 
see that f..,., 1 on A1 u - - - VAn = K. 
Corollacy: 3: Let f .e .,;? . Then f ..... 1 • 
II 
Proof: For each n, let Kn be a square with side n and vi th center at O. 
GO 
Then i2- =ii K0 • Since f -1 on Kn for each n {Corollary 2) we ~ 
2 apply Theorem 11 to see that f ~ 1 on E • 
We next observe that the proceeding corollaries apply not only to . 
the closed unit interval, the square, and the plane, but also to arbitrary 
sets which are homeomorphic images of them, for example to arcs, circular 
discs, and complements of polygonal arcs with respect to 82. In general 
, suppose that f .- 1 for every f e I. Let h be a homeomorphism from A 
onto B. Let g e p13. Then g{z) = gh{x} = eu(x) = euh-l(z)= ev{z) 
,, 
where v(z) = uh-1 (z) for z 
€
 B. B Then v 
€
 P , and so g .,...1 on B. 
Corollary 4: Let D = {z: lzl = r). Then it is false that z ~ 1 on D. 
Proof: Let z0 = (r, o), and let A = D - (z0 ). For z J\,, A we have 
z = re"" (z) where O < aL {z) < 2 Tr. It is clear that rt. is continuous 
. iP( on A. Now suppose that the conclusion is false. Then z = e . z) 
where /3 is a real valued function continuous on D. However, this is 
~ssible, for let z0 -> z0 • If the points zn lie above the x-axis, 
I t•J· 
i 
' ;: 
I 
l 
'• ] 
• ! 
l 
.J 
., 
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• 
It tb~ points Zn lie below the x-axis, el (zn) -> 21T. 
Bence, « JD&7 not be extended continuously to~ • II 
6. Branches of the logarithm in a different settins 
Let S be the unit circumference in the complex plane, and let 
X be a separable metric space. If we use complex multiplication as 
the group operation, it is clear that sX is an abelian group. More-
X over, we may give S a metric, d, defined by 
It is clear in this setting that f ~ 1 on A C X if and only if 
t{z) = ei u{x) where u is a continuous real valued function on A. 
~!_orem 13: Let f 6 sX, and let f~l on A c X. Then there exists 
an open set U such that A c U C X, and f ..-.- 1 on u. ~ 
Proof: By hypothesis, there exists a continuous function u C ~ 
such that f(y) = eu(y) for y (i A. Since f and u are continuous, 
for each y E A there exists £ (y) such that S (f[S£ (y) ]).( I and 
S ( u[A /l s2, {y)]) .(. Tr. 
- We define u(x) = u(y) + i arg [t(y), f(x) 1 for xi Siy (y). 
Then eu(x) = eu(y) 0 ei arg[f{y), f(x)] 
= f(y) • ffx~ == f(x) fy 
- -
Hence, it only remains to show that u(x) is single valued on 
g1 • u(y1) t 1 arg -,[f(y1), f(x) ] 
i2 = u{y2) + 1 arg [f(y2), f(x)]. 
I . 
. --· ·ac -,-; _, ., ·-· 
--
.. 
-~ 
,. 
, • ca•_._/._- -- '--~;,_--_· •• :;, .• ;_._ • --~ _,·., ,.., 
· Then eg].(x) = eu(yi) • ,Jfi~)- :r(x) 
e~(x) = i'(x) 
I So g1 = 82 :t 2k lT 1. Row ~y the ·~hoice of £ (yt 
fs1 - ~I ~ lu(y1) - u(y2 )1 + larg [f(y1), f(x) 1 + arg [:f(y2),:r(x) 1/ 
~ rr + 1T /2 + ff/2 = 2 -rr 
so s1 • ~, and u is single valued. / / 
Let f C SX. Let A be a subset of X. We say A satisfies property 
P if f not ,.,._ 1 on A • 
._ 
Lemxua: Property P is inducible. 
00 
Proof: Let Y = n Y1, where {Y1 } is a decreasing sequence of ccmpact i=l 
sets with f not .;ti,. 1 on Y1 for each 1 • If f ..--- 1 on Y, f -"" 1 on sane 
open set containing Y, say U • But then U :, Y0 for same n and f ,A, l 
on Yn contradicting the hypothesis. II 
· Theorem 14 • X Let X be compact, f a S , t not ._,._ 1 on X. Then there 
exists a compact subset Y of X such that f not Ai, 1 on Y, but f ~ 1 on 
every closed proper subset of Y. Further, any such Y is a continuum 
which is not separated by any proper subcontinuum. 
Proof: The set Y is simply the intersection of the collection of 
compact sets for which f not A.· 1. This collection is a sequence by 
lemnl8 c, and can easily be made into a decreasing sequence. 
Y is clearly compact. Suppose there exists a continuum Z C Y 
such that Y - Z is not connected. Say Y = A u B, A and B closed'"- . 
non-empty, and disjoint. Let n1 = A u Z, D2 =BU z, F = D1 \J ~-
Then n1 and ~ are closed proper subsets of Y. So :f -"'- l on D1, and 
f .Al on n2 • Then f _.,. 1 on D1 ~ ~ • Y which is ·a contradiction. / / 
I} 
·"i/ I 
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'lheorem 15: Suppose tor each canponent Y of X and any open set 
U :,y there exists a set u• which is both open and closed in X such 
that Y c u• C. U. Then any mapping f & sX which is ..--- l on each 
can.ponent of X is ~ 1 on X. 
• I 
Proof: By hypothesis and Theorem J2, every canponent Y of X can be 
covered by a set u_{Y) both open and closed. Since X is Lindelof, a 
n-• 
cowitable collection -{U{Y1)) covers X. 
00 
If ve let Vn = U(Yn) - U U(Y1), i=l 
we have X = ~l Vn where for each n, V0 is open and closed and {V0 ) 
is a disjoint sequence. Since for each n, f ~ 1 on Vn, there exists 
2 Vn u {x) 
'8n e (E ) such that f(x) = e n for x di Vn. If ve define 
U(x) = Un(x), u is clearly continuous, and f(x) = eu(x) for all XE X. 
II So f ~ 1 on X. 
Corollary: I:f X is compact, or locally connected, or <>-dimensional, 
or a subset of R, then any mapping of X into S which is A-1 on each 
canponent of X is Jtw 1 on X. 
Let X and Y be metric spaces • Then X >' Y is also a metric space 
1 2 2 -With the metric d[(x1,Y1),(x2,Y2)] = [d (x1,Y1) ~ d (x2,Y2)] 2 • 
x~y Theorem 16: Let Y be a continuum, and let f E S • If :for each 
x ~ X, f .-.. l on {x) ,, Y, and there exists y0 e Y such that f --.1 on 
X " ( y O ) , then f .,._ 1 on X x Y. . 
Proof: By hypothesis, for each x e X there exists llx: Y -> E2 such 
ux(Y) 
that f(x1y) = e for x1y EX x Y; and there exists a function 
: X -> E2 such that f(x1y0 ) = eUo(x) for XE. X. Since eUo{x),::: ·eu.xCYo), 
-··--·- - ~-~----- we may tissume without loss of generality that Ux(Y) is chosen so that 
•x(Yo) = U0 (x). We define u(x,y) = ttx(Y) for (x,y)c XX Y. Then 
t(x,y) = eu(x,y) and u(x,y0 ) = Vg(x). 
'·. 
·.• 
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It remains to prove that u(x,y) is continuous.· · To show this 
we may assume that X consists of a convergent sequence with its 
. . 
lirn:f t point, say Xn -> x0 • Hence, X lC Y is compact • Furthermore, 
' 
... 
the components of X x Y are the sets (xn) ~- Y. Thus, since f ,.., 1 on 
each component of X x Y, f "* 1 on X )( Y by the corollary to Theorem 14 • 
. Thus, there exists a continuous function v: X x Y -> E2 such that 
f(x,y) = e v(x,y) • We may prove that u is· continuous by proving that 
v - u .is continuous. 
Let (xn,Yn) be a sequence in X Jt. Y converging to (x' ,Y') • Since 
Y is connected, and ev(x,y) = eu(x,y) = f(x,y), we have v(xn,Yn) -
u(xn,Ynl = v(xn,Yo) - u(xn,Yo) = 2K TTi. Hence, lim [v{xn,Yn) -
u(xn,Yo)] = lim [ v(xn,Yo) - u(xn,Yo) ] = v(x• ,Yo) - u{x• ,Yo) = v(x• ,y• ). -
u(x• ,Y') since u(xn,Yo) = uo{xn) -> Uo{x') = u(x• ,Yo) II 
Corollary If X and Y are continua, and f is a mapping of X ,c Y into 
S such that for some (xo,y0 ) ~ XX Y, we have f ~ 1 on {x.o) ,c Y and 
on X }(. (y0 ), then f rv 1 on X )( Y, 
Proof: Since X . J< Y is compact, f is uniformly continuous. Hence, 
there exists l > 0 such that d[ (x1,Y) (x2 ,y) ] = d{x1,x2) < S implies 
Jr(x1,Y) - :f{x2,Y)I < 2. Now suppose that f rv l .on {x1) JC. Y and that 
X2 • X with d(x1,x2) < S , There exists a function u: {x1) X Y -> Ef 
such that f{x1,Y) = eu(xi,y) for y € Y. Define u(x2,Y) = u(xi,Y) 
-t i arg [:f{x1,Y), f(~,y)] for (x2,Y) e 
= :r(x1,Y) • f(x2,Y) = f(x1,Y) 
f(x1,Y) 
So f "' 1 on (x2) ;< Y. It follows that the set of all x • X such that 
f ,., 1 on (x) A Y is both open and closed in X. Since it contains 
.. ,.. 
'I 
I 
, ! 
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Xo, it· is equal _to X. The desired conclusion tollc,,rs traa Theorem 15. 
Theorem 17: Any. mapping f of X into a proper subset of S is ,.,, 1. 
. . 
Proof: Let a c: S - f(X). Let al. = arg (-e.). Then for each .x • X, 
·let A(x) = arg ( -f{x) / a) on the open interval ( - TT,.,,.). A is 
' 
continuo~ ,, and hence so is u{x) = 1 A(x) + i ./. . Moreover, 
eu{x) = { -r{x) / a) {--e.) = f'(x) for x E X. // 
As a corollary we have the fact that any constant function of 
X into S is .-. 1. 
7. Homotopy, Inessentiality and other Properties. 
We continue with the blanket assumption that X is a separable 
metric space. I/dt :rand g be mappings of X into a metric space z. 
rand g are called homotopic if there exists a continuous mapping 
h: X >c. K -> Z such that f = h( • ,o) and g = h( • ,1) • A mapping f 
hanotopic to l is said to be homotopic to 1. It is clear that if 
Z = s, two functions f and g are homotopic if and only if f/g is 
hamotopic to l • 
Two mappings f and g in sX are said to be exponential 1 y equivalent, 
or simply equivalent, on a set Y C X, if f / g ,.,, 1 on Y. Since f rw 1 
if and only if 1/f "* 1., this is a symmetric relation. Actually, bo~ 
homotopy and equivalence are clearly equivalence relations. 
A map fin SX is sai,d to be inessential or essential according 
4*, it does or does not belong to the same canponent of sX as does the 
constant function 1. 
essential. 
.:.J '· 
t' 
,· 
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Proof': The set of' transformations f't(x) = f'(tx) / t + (1--t)f'(O) is 
a connected subset of SX containing 1 fort= O and f fort= 1. // ~ 
X 
. Theorem 19: .A mapping f ~ S is inessential if and only if there 
. ·1 
exists a bounded real continuous function u on x such that t(x) 
= eiu{x) for all xE X. 
Proof: Let ft(x) :; eitu(x), O ~ t ~ 1, to obtain a connected subset 
X . I I {ftl of S containing 1 fort= O and f fort= 1. 
Conversely, note that f 0 {x) = 1 satisfies the condition for the 
bounded function u(x) = o. Let r1 be any mapping in sX such that 
. 
' 
for some bounded real function u1, r1(x) = e1u1(x), and let r2 ~ SX 
with d(f1,r2) < 2. Let ~(x) = u1(x) + arg [f1{x),f2{x)]. Then 
ue is bounded and continuous and e1'12(x) = r1(x)•f2(x)/r1{x) = f2{x). 
It follows that the set of all members of SX which satisfy the 
condition is both open and closed in SX, and since it contains 1, 
it contains all inessential mappings of X into s. // 
X Corollary. If X is compact, f ( S is inessential if and only if 
f "6 1. 
Corollary. Any mapping of Kn into S is inessential. 
. 
Theorem 20: f, sX is ,.. l if and only if f is homotopic to 1. 
·-.....-,r----Y • -
22 
Proof: Let f,... 1. Then there exists u: X ->E2 such that f(x) = eu(x). 
Let g(x,t) = etu(x) for (x,t) EX ><K. Then g is continuous, g(x,o) 
= 1, and g(x,l) = r(x). So f is homotopic to 1. 
Conversely, if f is homot(?pic to 1, there exists g: X)< K ~ S 
such that g(x,o) = 1 and g(x,l) = f(x). Since g(x,o) = e0 , g IV 1 
on X X' { O) • By the second corollary to Theorem 18, g ,w 1 on {x) X K 
for all x c X. Thus, by Theorem 15, g I\, 1 on X X K._ So f{x) 
a .s(x,l) IV l on x. 
·· // 
.. 
.,, 
I 
I 
I! 
" 
~-·-·--- ---.._--. 
·-- ,.. -·-·- -. ' ._ .. 
Corollary 
equivalent. 
Corollary 
X , 
t 1 and t 2 E S ar~ ·· hamotopic if and only if they are · 
If X is compact, the properties inessential, --., 1, and 
hanotopic to 1 are pairwise equivalent. 
8. Property (b) and Unicoherence 
In this section we continue to deal vi th a separable metric 
apace X. We say that X has property (b) if and only if every mapping 
·~ 
X X t C S is ,._ l. This is equivalent to the statement that every f E S 
is ham.otopic to l, and if Xis compact, it is equivalent to the state-
ment that every f E SX is inessential, that is, that sX is connected. 
The following result is inunediately apparent. 
Theorem. 21: Property (b) is a topological property. 
Proof: Let X have property {b), and let h: X -> X' be a homeomorphism. 
Let f € Sx. fh maps X into s, hence is..., 1, say fh = eu(x). Let 
v(x) = uh-1{x1 ) for x' C! X'. V is clearly continuous, and ev(x•) 
-1c ') 
• evh x = fhh-1(x•) = r{x') for all x• E X1 • So f--. l on X', 
and X1 has property {b) • II 
Theorem 2g: Let (X0 ) be an increasing sequence of connected sets with 
00 
X = n'!l Xn, and suppose that for each convergent sequence x1 -> x, 
X (Xj_ ) v {x) C X0 for same n. Then any map f e S · which is ""' l on Xn 
for each n, is,,_ 1 on X. 
Proof: For each n, there exists a continuoll& function un; Xn -> ~ 
u (x) . 
such that f(x) = e n for x E JC,i. Let x1 E x1 • Since .. for any n 1 
eUn(~) = eu1(x) we may assume t:at u0 (x1) = u1(x1) for each n. Since 
each ~ is connected, at;id t1n{x1) = ~+1(x1), it follows from Theorem 8 
that 11ri(x) = '1n+i(x) for all x ~ Xii• So we may define u by u{x) • Uzi(x) 
. ,L 
, .... 
I 
.. 
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tor x E Xn, and u is single val.ued. ·· t(x) • eu(x) tor all x E X, so 
it only remains to show that u is continuous. Let Xj_ -> x. Then by 
hn>othesis (x1) u (x) c Xn for some n. Hence, u(x1) = 11n(xi) -> u.n(x) 
L 
• u(x) • Thus, u "· 'is continuous. 
As a corollary ve have the fact that Euclidean n . space baa 
property (b). 
At this point we introduce the following idea. 
II 
Definition: A connected space I is called unicoherent if for ~very 
representation X = X1 U ~ with x1 and 12 closed an~ connected, 
x1 (l ~ is connected. 
Theorem 2,3: Every connected space X having property (b) is unicoherent • 
_froQ_f: Suppose X is not unicoherent. Then there exist two closed 
connected sets x1 and~ and tvo closed disjoint non empty sets A1 
and~ such that X = X1 U ~, X1 fl ~ = A1 U ~. 
Define v{x) = 1T d{x,A1)/d(x,A1) + d(x,~) 
t(x) = eiv(x) for x £ x1 
= e-iv(x) for x e ~. 
tor x e x. 
Then v = O on A1 , v = Tt on ~, so f is singl&-'Valued and continuous. 
Since X has property (b), f,.., 1 on X. So there exists a map 
u: X -> S with f(x) = eu(x) on x. Since x1 and ~ are connected, 
Theorem 8 yields 
·-· 
v(x) = u(x). + 2K11Fi on x1 
~ v{x) = u(x) + 2~1fi on ~. 
Hence, v{x) = 1T(K1 - K2)i on x1 fl~- This is a contradiction 
l)ecause v takes o~ each of the values O and iT on X1 (l ~. / / 
.,. 
·~ 
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As an easy consequence of this theor•, ve bave the tact that 
R11 and~ are unicoherent • 
• 
,; 9. Some important groups. 
~-
I.et P{X) be the set of all f E SX such that f ., l on X. It is 
clear that if' r1 ,._ 1 and r2 ,,,_ 1, then r1r2 ,._ 1 on X. Also, we have 
seen tha.t·f,.,, 1 if and only if 1/f ~ l, so that P(X) is a subgroup 
X . 
of s • We define B(X) ::: sx/P(X). 
In the same way, if X = x1 U ~, x1 and ~ closed, P(X1, ~), 
the set of all members of sX which are .., 1 on x1 and on ~, is a 
subgroup of sX. Moreover, P(X) is a subgroup of P(Xi, ~) • 
A set of mappings f 1 - - - f n in SX is called linearly independent 
Pl Pn it r1 - - - f 0 ""' 1 implies that Pi = - - - = Pn = O, that is if' 
the elements of B(X) containing f 1 - - - fn are linearly independent. 
" 
U!t b(X) and p(X1, ~) denote the ranks of B(X) and P(X1,~)/P(x) 
respectively, that is the maximum number o~ linearly indendent elements 
ot these groups if' the number is finite, and ex, otherwise. We define 
p(x) to be sup p(X1,X2) 11here the sup is taken over all representations 
X = x1 U ~, x1 and X2 closed. 
Theorem 24 : Let f E sX. If :rP ,,,_ l tor scae integer p ~ O, then f ~ 1 
on X. 
Proof: I.et v e SX such that iP(x) = ev(x) for all x E x. Define uJ{x) 
• v(x) + 2j 1T i/p for x E X, j = O~l - - p - l, 
- . Uj(x) 
Let Xj be tl!e set of all x in X such that r(x) == e • Since 
... the sets XJ are closed and disjoint, it suffices to show that 
X = X1 U - - - U Xp-1, 
'{ 
,, 
'I 
' 
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Let x ~ X, and f1 y & S such that f(x) = eY. Then 
f'(x) = eY + 2 TT ni for every integer n. Hence 1 
ep(y + 2 Tr ni) a ev{x). 
Thus, there exists an integer K such that 
p(y + 2 lT ni) = v(x) +- 2Kn 1. 
It follows that 
y - v(x) /p + 2 lT ni = 2Kn 7T 1/p for all integers n. 
• - - fl. -
. .. 
· ·We choose n so that the left hand side is between O and 2 TT. 
'. 
Then O ~Kn~ p - 1. Hence, for this n, y + 21Tni = Ukn• Then x e Xkn, 
and since O ~~ ~p - 1, the theorem is proved. II 
Corollary P(X) and P(Xi,~) are division subgroups of sX. 
It also may be remrked that B(X) and P(X1,~) /P(X~" have no 
" 
" elements of finite period other than the identity element. Hence, it 
either has a finite generating element, it is a free group. 
We now turn our attention to the special case where X = S. 
26 
Theorem 2,2: For any mapping f of S into itself, f ~ zP for some integer p. 
Proof: Let f C s6 • Detine g(x) = eix for O S x ~ 21T .·. Let f' (x) 
= fg(x) 1 0 ~ X ~ 2 Tr . 
Since f' is a map fran ( 0,211' ] to s, f 1 ,._ 1 on [o, 21T ] . 
Bence there exists a complex function v• on [o,211'] such that r•(x) = ev'(x). 
Since g(o) = g(2Tr ), r•(o) = r•(2tr). Thus, for some integer p, 
C> 
v•(21T) - v•(o) = 2p ff 1. Now let z E S, say z = eix, 0:s;x:s;21f. 
- . 
Define v{z) = v' (x) - ipx. v is continuous and single valued since 
-
v(2 IT) = v• (2 fl') - 2p 1f i = v• (o) - p•O = v(o). Moreover, 
ev(z) = eiv'(x); eipx = fg(x)/eipx = t(e'ix)/ (e'ix)P = f(x)/zP 
a.nee, f(z)/zP ~ 1, and so f(z) ~ zP on s •. II 
·"· . 
;;.--. 
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We now observe,the following: 
Theorem 26: The group B{S) is isomorphic with the additive group 
of integers, that is B(S) is a free group of rank 1. 
Proof: For f 1 
€
 B(S), let f E f 1 • Define A:f 1 = p where t "" zP. 
, . 
A clearly preserves operations, so it remains only to show that A is 
well defined. Let f 1 ,r2 E f 1 , -Eh.at is f1/f2 ,.., 1. Then by the first 
Corollary to Theorem 18, f 1 ,..., f 2 and so Af1 = Af'2 • Hence, A is well 
defined. A is single valued since p is 11niquely determined in Theorem 
24. II 
!At X and Y be metric spaces. A continuous function g: X -> Y 
gives rise to a natural correspondence betv1een sX and s1 , namely for 
f C sY ve correspond fg E sx. For r1,r2 e SY, (f1•r2)g(x) 
. y 
= f 1g(x) • f 2g{x) so our correspondence is a homomorphism of S into 
sX. Moreover,. since f ,._ 1 on Y clearly implies fg ,v l on X, our 
correspondence takes P(Y) into P(X), thus giving rise to homom.orpb1S11 
' h; B(Y) -> B(X). We call h the homomorphism of B(Y) into B(X) 
generated by g. 
Since h is an isomorphism if' and only if its kernel is eq11al to 
P(Y), we have the following: 
Theorem 27: The homomorphism h: B(Y) -> B(X) generated by a map 
g: X -> Y is an isomorphism if and only if the condition i'g #fW l on X 
implies f ~ l on Y is satisfied for all f sY. 
Theorem 28: If g is a map fran X to Y, and fg--. 1 on X implies t,.., '1 
on Y for all f E. SY, then 
a) b(X) z b(Y) 
- -
b)- p(X) ~ p(Y) 
1 
27 
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Proof: "a" is true by Theorem 26 since B{Y) is isomorphic with a 
· Y Pl . Pn subgroup of B(X), that is if r1 - - - fn E S with f 1 - - - fn ,-,· l 
Pl · ( Pn X then· (f1g) - - - f 0 g) ~ 1 and (t1g) - - - {fng) E S • 
To prove "b" assume p{Y) ~ n. Then there exist closed sets Y1,~ 
.. _, ... ----· ·-··· .. / --------· 
and linearly indepen4ent mappings r1 - - - f 0 of Y into S such that 
Y = Y1 U Y2 and r1 ,.., 1 on Y, and on Y2 • Let x1 = g-l (Y1) ·, 
~ = g-l (Y2). Then X = x1 U ~ and r1g,.., 1 on x1 and on ~ for each 1. 
So r1 g E P(x1,x2) for each 1. By hypothesis (f1g) 'is independent, 
. ft it · Pi 1f Pi TT Pi since i=l (f1g) = (i=l r1 ) g,.., 1 gives i=l fi ,.., 1. Hence, 
\ 
P(X) ~ P(X1,~) z n. It then follows that p(X) ~ p(Y). // 
Theorem 29: If X is compact and g: X -> Y is either monotone or open, 
then b(X) ~ b(Y) and p(X) ~ p{Y). 
Proof: We use the condition give11 in Theorem 27. Let f E Sy with 
fg - 1 on X. There exists a c~lex function v such that fg(x) = ev(x) 
for x E X. 
In case g is monotone, define u{y) = vg-1(y) for y e Y. Since 
_g-l (y) is connected, v can take on only one value on g-1(y), so u is 
single valued and continuous. ThU*1, f - l on Y, since eu(y) = eivg-l(y) 
-1( ( = fg g y) = f y). 
- . 
If g is open, define u(7) = sup (v(x): x e g-1 (y)). Since 
u(y) = v(x0 ) for some XoE g-l (y), eu(Y) = ev(xo) = fg(Xo) = f(y) 
t~r all ~. Since g is open, Yi -> y in Y implies that ~ -i (Yi) --> g-1(y) • 
Silice g is unif<>rml.Y continuous on X, u(yi) = sup (v(x): ,x E g-1(y1)J 
~> sup (v(x)!'x E g-l(y)) = u(y). Hence u is continuous. // 
Theorem 30: If X = x1 U ~, x1 and x2 are closed, and X111 Xe contains -
at most one point, then B(X) = B(X1) ED B(~) • 
.. --.e:,.,.-,",·.·.·.··,·.·._ ·~ -x····-·, ..... ·,.., .... ··-·z ... ·_·.--.. ---·-·- ·'-=·· -·~·:-····.·······---·" ., ·--.· -.::---. -:, ... ""1'i-:·-·····--...--···-.-,.,: .... -, ...•.. ' ··--..··-.~.-.,·--~···-·-- .. -····· 
.. 
~ . .. . - . ·- . .. 
•'°:""i. 
··r 
ltQ2t: By the CorOll.aey to Theorem 16, ve have tor t in ,rll, s12., 
or BX respectively 
t(x) ~ f(x) /t(a) • g(x) 
. . 
where a = x1 ll 12 1:f x1 /1 ~ :/: o, and f{a) = 1 if x1 /1 ~ • o. 
Since g(a) = 1, every element of B(X1) ,B{~), and B(X) contains a 
. 
mapping sending a into 1 if x1.n ~ /= o. 
We may extend the mappings of sX1 and sX2 to a11 of X as follova: 
tor x e Xi, f e SX2, let f(x) = f(a) 
x c ~' f e sx1, let f(x) = r(a). 
29 
Then since the extended function is~ l on X if and only if the original 
. 
function is,._ l on x1 or~ respectively, B(X1) and B{~) are subgroups 
of B(X). 
' . 
· How let F E B(X) • The theorem will follow when we show that 
. 
F = F1 ·F2 for some F1 E: B(X1), F2 E B(~), and that B(X1) (\ B(~) = P(X), 
the identity of B(X). 
Let f E sX 'rlth t(a) = 1 if x1 fl ~ rj o. We define 
t 1 (x) = f(x) for x E x1 
= 1 for x e ~· 
t 2(x) = r(x) for x e x2 
= l for xe x1 • 
Since f = t1 •t2 , f i € F1 E B(X1), ~2 ': F2 E B(~) we see tbat 
F = F1•F2• 
· Bow let F • B(X1) fl B(~) , ~en F yields. ~p~ fl of ; 1 into S 
- X 
with f1(x) = 1 on X2 and f2 ~ S 2 with f'2(x) = 1 on Xi. Since f1 
- . 
and r2 belong to F, we have r1/f2 ,,.,,, l on x. So r1/r2 --.. 1 on x1• 
. ~ 
ec;, on X1, fl= f1/f2"" 1, aDi since t1(x) = 1 on~· and x1 n ~ is 
' i 
I ' -
.. ' l 
• 
connected or empty, t 1 ..__ l on X. So F is the identity element ot 
B(X), and the result is proved. // 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 29, we have as a coroll.ary the 
• 
' 
Let x1 and ~ be two closed subsets of X. Ve define r(X1,12) 
to be - l plus the number of components of x1 (\ ~. If X is a 
continuum, r(x) denotes the sup (r(X1,X2)l taken;.over all closed sets 
Theorem 3_1: Let X = X1 U ~ where X1 and ~ are either both closed 
30 
.. 
., . 
(or both open) and have non-empty intersection. Then p(X1,~) :S r(X1,~) •.. 
Proof: It is clearly sufficient to prove the theorem for r(X1,~) 
finite, so say r(X1,~) = n. Then x1 /l ~ = P0 V - - -U Pn where 
each P1 is closed {or open), non-empty, and connected, and where 
P1 I\ Pj = 0 for i :/= j. Let f1 - - - fn-1 E p(X1,X2), that is 
fJ(x) = euJ(x} on x1 
= ev)f), on ~, 
where Uj and v j are continuous complex valued functions. We may suppose 
that uj{x0 ) = Vj(x0) for some Xe, E P0 for each j since each Pt is 
connected, we have on lt uJ{x) - v; {x) = 2K1jTr i t = 1,2, - - - n, 
J = 1,2 - - - n f- l. . There exist integers P1,P2, - - - Pn1-1 not al J 
. . 
zero, vi th J=l p JkiJ = O 
11+1 
Define u•(x) = i j~ 
fli I 
t = 1,2 - - - n. 
= i t=i p j VJ ( x) X e ~ .......... ~ ......... . 
.... "i /:i Pj [uJ(x) - vix)] = 2 n i J=l PJktJ = o for x e x1 11 ~-
Moreover~ eu•(x) =·e1P1u1(x). e1P2ue(x) -- - eiPn+lUn+l(x) for xE x1• 
Hence. Pl ,_. .. , 1 • X = f1 - - - fn+l for al x • 
; 
I 
.i"~ 
' 4 
:l 
~--
~ ' 
. . f •• • 
3ln+l ' 
:r-~1· "" 1 on X, and the mappings ti - - - tn+l 
II~ 
are· linearly dependent. Hence, p(X1,X2) ~ n. II 
Ve next see that if x1 and ~ are connected, ve act1aal ty get 
eq1ial ity. 
Theorm 32: Let X a x1 U ~, X 1 and ~ closed and connected vi th 
non-empty intersection. Then p{X1,~) = r{X1, ~). 
Proof: By Theorem 30, p(X1,~) ~ r{X1,X2). To prove the reverse 
ineq11ality, let Xi fl X2 = P0 U - - - U P0 where P0 - - P0 are closed, 
non empty and pairwise disjoint. 
We define 
for j = 1,2 - - - n. 
f'J(x) = eivj(x) for xE X1 
= l for xe ~· 
definition f'j ~ 1 on· X1 and on ~ for each j. So f E ?(x1 ,~). 
It now remains to see that the maps f j are linearly independent. 
Pl P2(x) Pn(x) u(x) 
Suppose that r1 (x) •f2 _ - - - fn _ = e _ for x € X. 
Then eip1v1(x) • eiP2v2(x) - - - e iPnvn(x) = e u~x) , so that 
n 
~ Pj vix) = u(x) - 2K1 TT 
~ 
and ~ Tr = u(x) for x £ ~, where K 1 . and ~ are integers. 
" - -
Then f=1 Pj vj(x) = 2(IC1 - Ke) TT on x1 /l ~. 
Let Xo E PO • By definition v j (Xo) = 0 tor each J • 
" 80 ~ Pj vj(x) = O on x1 n ~ . and so K1 = ~· 
' 
II. 
Let j ~ 1 1 and let Xj£ , .. Pj• Then vj(xJ) = 21T and vit(xJ) :a 0 
,·.i 
·,.,:,1 
. I 
31 
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" tor k ,/: J. So 'J;). PJ vj(x) = Pj 21T = o. Thus, PJ = O for each J~ 
and f 1 - - - f 0 are linearly independent. Thus, p(x1,~) ~ n. It 
II 
.... 
10. Theorems of Eilenberg and Janiszewski 
.. 
We now apply some of our ideas to obtain an important result 
relating the single valued continuous branch of the logarithm to 
separation, namely the Eilenberg theorem. 
Theorem. 3J: (The Eilenberg Theorem) 
Let A be a compact or open subset of the space P. A necessary 
~
and sufficient condition that the set A does not separate s2 between 
· the points O and ao is that the identity has on A a single valued 
continuous branch of the logarithm, that is that z = eu(z) for z E A 
where u E ~. 
Proof: Let A C P be closed. Suppose that A does not sei:arate ~ 
between the points p = o and q = a, • Then p and q belong to the 
88llJe component of ~ - A. Hence, by Theorem 1 there exists a polygonal 
arc L such that L = [pq] C 82 - A. By Theorem 2, 82 - L is homeomorphic 
to "i2-, so by Corollary 3 we have z ,.. 1 on s2 - L so that z ,.. 1 on A 
since A C 82 - L. 
Conversely, suppose that A separates ~ between p and q. Then 
by Theorem 3 ther~ exist two closed sets R and Q such that 52 = R \J Q, 
p c R, q Q. Q, and R n Q = A. Nov suppose that z ,._ l on A. By Theorem 9 
. -- .. -·---t----·- --- .. '" 
we have 
. -
Z = eu(z) on A vbere u e. (12)82 • Let 
-
• '----,·-----.-- - • I 
• 
., ,-:• .. 
.. 
., 
t(z) • eu(z) &Q 
= z if z R and z , o. 
Since R A Q = A and z = eu(z) on A, f is defined., and f is 
continuous by Theorem 8 . Hence., f E ~-(o) and f ~ 1 by Corollary. 3 
and the remarks following it. Since O ~ Q, a11d Q is closed, there 
exists a disc about O which does not meet Q, hence .,is continued on R •. 
Let D be the circ11JDf'erence o:f this disc. Then f.,,.. 1 · on D contradicting 
Corollary 4 • Hence Z not A 1 on A. 
Next, suppose that A is open. S~se A does not sep~te 82 
between p and q. Then p and q lie in· the same component of 82 - A. 
For any closed set F C A, p and q lie in the same component of 82 - F. 
Then by the first part of this theorem. z .. 1 on F. Since F is arbitrary, 
that z -'\a, 1 on A • 
Conversely, suppose A separates 52 between p and q. Then p and q 
belong to different components of 82 - A. By Theorem 3 there exist 
two closed sets M' and N' , such that p E M' , q E N' , S2 = M' U N', 
and M' fl N1 = A. Let M = M1-;\ 1 N = N1-A. Then since A is open, M 
and N, are closed, and we have the following: 82 - A = M V N, M n N = 0, 
and_ p e M, q 6 N. exist two open sets, R 
d 
and Q, such that MC R, NC Q, and R (\ Q = O. Let F = 82 - (RU Q). 
Then F is closed, and F C. 82 - (Mu N),,,=. A. Also p E R, q C! Q. 
} ( l 
Hence, s2 - F is the union of two open disjoint sets R ~d Q, one of 
which contains p and the other of which contains· q. Heflce, F separates 
82 between p and q. So z not ,._ 1 on F, and since F C A, z not ""l on A. 
We now apply the Eilenberg theorem to obtain two further results 
ot importance, the Janiszewski them,eJDs. 
- . 
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Theorem 34: (First Janiszewski Theorem) 
Let A and B be two closed or two open subsets of 82• If' neither 
of these sets separates 52 between p and q, and i~ A fl B is connected, 
then Au B does not separate S2 between p and q. 
Proo:f: We assume that p ~ q. ~lithout loss of generality ass1uae 
that p = O and q = oo , for h( z) = z-p is a homeanorphism of 52 onto 
z-q r 
itself which takes pinto O and q into oo . 
Since neither A nor B separates S2 between p and q, ve have z -v 1 
on A and on B by Theorem 32. Since A fl B is connected, we may apply 
Theorem 10 to see that z ,.., 1 on AU B. Hence, A U B does not separate 
s2 between p and q. 
Theorem 32: {Second Janiszewski Theorem) 
Let A and B be two closed or two open subsets of 82 • If A and B 
are connected, and A n B is not connected, then A \J B separates 52 
between some pair of points. 
Proof: Suppose that A U B does not separate 82. Then 82 - (AU B) 
= (S2 - A) I\ (s2 - B) is connected. Let p and q be tvo arbitrary 
points in A fl B. We wish to show that ~ - A, S2 - B, p, and q 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 33. 
... 
Clearly, S2 - A and 52 - Bare either both open or both closed, 
and by assumption, their intersection is cormected. It only remains 
to show that neither S2 ~ A nor 82 - B separates 82 between p and q. 
This follows at once, for S2 - (S2 - A)= A, and A is connected. 
Similarly, s2 - B does not separate S2 between p and q. We apply 
1:1 
Theorem 33 to see that (S2 - A) U (82 - B) does not separate 82 
· between p and q. Since p and q are arbitrary in A(\ B, A fl B is 
..... 
I 
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connected.. This proves the contrapositive of the desired result. // 
11. The .aordan Curve Theorem 
Ve conclude the paper with a proof of this tamoua theorem 
No arc or closed subset of an arc separates 82 • 
Proof: Let F be a closed subset of an arc L. Suppose F separates 62 
between p and q. As before we may assume that p = O, q = ao . 
By the Eilenberg Theorem (Theorem 32) z ,,.. 1 on F, contradicting 
Corollary 1 and the remarks following it. 
Theor~ 36: (, Jordan, Curve Theorem) 
II 
Let C be a simple c4-osed curve in 82 • Then 82 - C consists ot 
two regions, and C is their connnon boundary. 
Proof: By elementary properties of a. simple closed curve, C may be 
represented as the union of two arcs, whose intersection consists of 
two points, hence is not connected. By Theorem 34, C separates 82. 
~t {Rn) be the sequence of components of 82 - C. Since C separates 
82, {R0 ) contains at least two elements. We· must :prove that {Rn) 
has at most two elements and that Bd(R1) = Bd(R2) = c. We first 
prove the latter statement. Since 82 - C is open and locally con-
nected, R1 is open. Hence, we may apply Theorem A to see that 
Bd(R1) C 82 - R1. For any point p E. Rn, n /: l, Rn is a neighborhood 
-
o:.f- p which does not meet R1. Hence, p f. Bd(R1) • Thus, Bd(R1) C C. 
Bd(R1) is closed, so if inclusion ~s strict, Bd(R1) is a closed subset 
- -
ot some arc. By the leuuua, Bd(R1) does not separate 52. This is 
impossible because Bd(R1) separates s2 between every pair of points 
P ,q such that P C R1, q E Be. That C = Bd(R2) follows by symmetry. 
/ 
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Row suppose that (.Rn) bas at least 3 elEID8nts, ~ R1, ~' 
R3. 1'?t Pi ~ B1, P2 € R2 , p3 e R3 • Since only one component ot 
s2 - C may be unbounded, ue my assume that R3 is bounded. 
Let Z be a straight line on p 3 • Z contains a segment 
L = ap3b which lies in a3 except for a and b. That is L c ~ U (a,b) • 
Let aqlb and 
:('. 
L 
• .i!:, 
&Qeb be two distinct arcs of C determined by a and b. Then 
aq1b U aq2b = C, and aq1b fl aq2b = (a,b). I.et A1 = aq1b UL, 
~ = aq2b V L. Then A1 fl'~ = L. Since q1 and ~ lie on c, and 
Bd(R1) = Bd(~) = C, R1 U {q1 ) U ~, and R1 U (q2 ) U ~ are co1U1ected. 
Also, by assumption, Pl and P2 belong to (R1 u (q1)u~) /1 (R1U(Q2)U~). 
It is clear that A1 n (R1 U (~)U~) = ~ 0 (R1 ~ql) U ~) = O. 
Hence, neither A1 nor ~ separates s2 between p1 and p2 • Applying 
Theorem 33 and remembering that A1 /\ ~ = L which is connected, we 
see that A1 U ~ does not separate 52 between Pi and p2 • This is 
·: impossible because A1 u A2 = C u L, and C separates Pl and P2. // 
,· 
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